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In this work, we investigate the properties of ion acoustic waves generated by negative heavy ions

in a multi-component non-Maxwellian electrostatic plasma, consisting of electrons, positive and

negative heavy ions, and a background population of dust particles. In the absence of external

energy source and collisions, the ion acoustic waves are subject to Landau damping. We perform a

collisionless linear instability analysis within a slow damping approximation and study the effect

of various plasma conditions on the damping rate. Our model is highly relevant to multi-ion labora-

tory plasmas and has been applied to Kþ– SF�6 and Kþ– C7F�14 mixtures in particular. Published by
AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4995581]

I. INTRODUCTION

An ion acoustic wave (IAW) is an electron temperature

driven wave which involves density fluctuations owing to

the longitudinal ion and electron oscillations under the influ-

ence of electromagnetic fields and particle collisions.1 Being

first predicted by Tonks and Langmuir2 and demonstrated by

Revans in a gas discharge tube,3 the phase velocity of IAW

was predicted by Wong et al.4 to be much smaller than the

electron thermal velocity in a Q-machine plasma, but much

greater than the ion thermal velocity, with the pressure pro-

vided by the electrons and the inertia provided by the ions.

In the absence of external forces, the IAWs are attenuated by

both Coulomb collisions and collisionless Landau damping,

unless the electron temperature Te is much higher than the

ion temperature Ti when the IAWs can become unstable.

Landau damping59 is one of the most famous fundamental

kinetic phenomena in classical plasma physics, which takes

into account the effects of the velocity space configuration.

If the phase velocity of the excited IAW is approximately

equal to the thermal speed of ions or electrons, a resonant

wave-particle interaction called Landau resonance (or

Landau damping) occurs. When this happens, the suprather-

mal particles at the tail of the velocity distribution function

can extract energy from the faster wave and damp it. In other

words, significant Landau damping occurs when the phase

velocity of the IAW approaches the ion thermal velocity or

the electrons’ thermal velocity. This wave-particle interac-

tion leads to net transfer of wave energy to the slower par-

ticles eventually causing the wave to be damped. The ion

Landau damping in collisionless plasmas is established to be

strong when Ti approaches Te, and in the absence of particle

collisions, the IAW can only propagate without noticeable

attenuation if Te � Ti: The contribution of singularities v ¼
vph � x=k is vital for the collisionless damping process,

where the particles with velocity v are in resonance with the

phase speed of the IAW vph.

The presence of heavy charged species of variable sizes

is very common in space and astrophysical plasmas, which

often consist of complex multi-component dusty plasma.

Dusty plasmas prevalently exist in various space regions5,6

and astrophysical environments such as interstellar and cir-

cumstellar clouds,7,8 as well as in interplanetary space and

planetary rings, such as the spokes in Saturn rings9–11 and

the Earth’s ionosphere.12 These plasmas are admixture of

ionized gases and charged microscale dust particles with var-

ious interdisciplinary applications and perspectives.13–15

Similar to IAWs, it is well known that two normal modes

existing in dusty plasmas are the dust acoustic (DA) and dust

ion acoustic (DIA) waves.16 DA waves are attributed to the

dust dynamics, whereas for DIA waves, the wave phase

velocity is larger than both the dust and ion thermal veloci-

ties. In the case of DIA waves, the inertia is provided by the

dust and ions while the restoring force comes from the elec-

tron pressure. When the restoring pressure is exerted by

inertia-less electrons and ions while the massive dust par-

ticles provide the inertia, the excited fluctuations are called

DA waves.

There has been increasing interest in research on low

frequency dynamics in dusty plasmas nowadays. Recently,

DA rogue waves have been studied in a non-thermal plasma

in Ref. 17, where the velocity distributions deviate from

Maxwellian. Later, a non-linear approach to study the propa-

gation of DIA waves in different geometries has been

applied in Ref. 18. Previously, the dust confinement and

existence of dust acoustic waves in anodic magneto active

plasmas have been predicted in Ref. 19. The presence of

multi-ion dusty plasmas in laboratory and space and their

theoretical and laboratory aspects have been studied in great

detail by the authors of Refs. 20–26 and collaborators. These

authors have revealed various properties of IAWs, including

the related plasma instabilities and relevant parameters in

multi-ion plasmas. Cometary dusty plasmas are more com-

plicated and potentially unstable where many types of ions

are present.27 Kim and Merlino28 have studied the electron

attachment to perfluoromethylcyclohexane C7F14 and sulfur
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hexafluoride SF6 in a Q machine which in turn produces a

thermally ionized plasma containing negative ions SF�6 and

C7F�14.The generation of a dust negative ion acoustic wave

(DNIAW) in two plasmas composed of electrons, positively

charged Kþ ions, and negatively charged SF�6 and C7F�14

ions with immobile dust particles has been reported in Ref.

29. Also, the damping rates and frequency shifts of IAWs in

multi-ion plasmas have been studied in Ref. 30. Most of the

existing works related to the theoretical formulation and

experimental observations of IAWs in multi-component dust

plasmas are based on the classical fluid theory and kinetic

modeling with Maxwellian velocity distributions.31–33 Yet,

these plasmas are susceptible to various effects, for example,

the presence of energetic particles, spatial changes in the

plasma properties, and external force fields, which can lead

to more complicated velocity configurations. The presence

of energetic particles for instance gives rise to the Lorentzian

or kappa ðjÞ distribution function,34 which is the focus of

the present study.

Over the last few decades, the kinetic study of IAWs has

taken the plasma physics into a new era.35 A lot of manu-

scripts have been based on the propagation of waves in ther-

mally distributed Maxwellian plasmas. Yet, it is observed that

space plasmas are best described by the non-thermal distribu-

tions.36–39 This leads to the non-thermally distributed non-

linear study of ion acoustic modes40,41 in the absence and in

the presence of dust grains.42 The further modified ion acous-

tic modes are extracted by the two-temperature (Boltzmann

and kappa distributed) electrons.43–47 When a streaming

plasma beam permits a fixed target, a kinetic instability is gen-

erated within the target plasma27 due to the energy transfer

from the source (streaming plasma). In recent years, it has

been shown that the non-thermal (non-Maxwellian) distribu-

tions48,49 are frequently observed in space and most suitable

for instability studies in dusty and multi-ion plasmas.50,51

Here, our aim is to theoretically investigate the propaga-

tion of IAWs and their collisionless damping in kappa-

distributed bi-ion electron plasmas (e.g., Kþ � SF�6 and

Kþ � C7F�14) in the presence of stationary background nega-

tively charged dust particles. We perform linear instability

analysis and study the variation of the Landau damping rate

as a function of various plasma properties. We highlight the

influence of the electron-to-negative ion temperature ratio,

as well as the j index of the non-thermal velocity distribu-

tions and the charging of the background dust population.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, the model

description is provided and the wave dispersion properties

are obtained analytically with the derivation of the damping

rate and the propagation frequency. Section III is devoted to

numerical results and discussion with a summary of the

results at the end.

II. DISPERSION AND DAMPING OF IAWS IN A KAPPA-
DISTRIBUTED DUST BI-ION ELECTRON PLASMA

Let us consider a non-Maxwellian multi-species plasma

composed of electrons, a lighter population of positive ions

(e.g., Potassium: Kþ), a heavy population of negative ions (e.g.,

sulfur hexafluoride: SF�6 or perfluoromethylcyclohexane:

C7F�14), and negatively charged background dust grains. The

charge neutrality condition for such dust-multi-ion-electron

(DBIE) plasma is given by

Zþn0þ ¼ n0e þ Z�n0� þ Zdn0d
;

where n0þ; n0e; n0�, and n0d
are the background number

densities of the positive ions, electrons, negative ions, and

dust grains, respectively. Zþ and Z� are the positive and neg-

ative ion states and Zd is the charging parameter of the dust

grains. In the absence of collisions, the dynamics of each

plasma species a is determined by the Vlasov equation

@fa
@t
þ v � rfa þ a � rvfa ¼ 0; (1)

where the acceleration is given by a ¼ qaðEþ v� BÞ=ma

and a ¼ e;þ;�; d for the electrons, positive ions, negative

ions, and dust grains, respectively, with qa and ma being the

corresponding charge and mass. We assume that there are no

macroscopic fields acting on the background system, E0 ¼ 0

and B0 ¼ 0: In this study, we treat the examined DBIE

plasma as unmagnetized or consider only longitudinal oscil-

lations which arise from motions parallel to the magnetic

field when the B field is present. As a first attempt to study

the effects of non-thermal kappa distributions on the dynam-

ics of the plasma species and the propagation of IAWs, we

base our model on the assumption of a fixed charge of the

dust grains, which does not fluctuate. For more realistic con-

ditions, the dust charge can be perturbed and inelastic colli-

sions (related to charging of dust grain and capture of plasma

particles) can play an important role and yield considerably

different results. These effects have been studied in detail in

Ref. 52 and other references cited therein. In the limit of

large wave-lengths, the damping rate due to dust charging

can become several orders of magnitude larger than the

Landau damping caused by kinetic effects, while in the short

wave-length domain, the charging effects are overcome by

the non-thermal dynamics and can be neglected. The colli-

sion rate also becomes negligible and may be ignored pro-

vided that the number density of the dust particle is very

low. In this article, we will neglect the effect of the collisions

and will base our model on a fixed charge of the dust grains

(as previously reported in several references within Ref. 53).

When we perturb and Fourier transform the Vlasov equation

(1), the perturbed linear distribution function in the case of

longitudinal electrostatic fluctuations becomes

fa1 ¼ �
qa

ima

E1�rvfa0

x� kvzð Þ : (2)

The plasma current is given by the standard expression Ja

¼
P

a qanava which can be used to calculate the conductivity

tensor. With the help of the conductivity tensor, we can cal-

culate the dielectric tensor. The macroscopic density and

velocity for the a species are defined as the zeroth and the

first moment of the distribution function na ¼
Ð

fad3v and

va ¼ ð
Ð

vfad3vÞ=na, respectively. We may now substitute the

definitions of na; va, and fa in the expression for the plasma

current density defined in the linear limit Jr1 ¼ rrsEs1, where
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rrs are the components of the conductivity tensor and the

summation is over the repeated index s. Following this stan-

dard procedure for the components of the conductivity ten-

sor, we obtain

rrs ¼ �
X

a

q2
a

ima

ð ð ð
vr@fa0=@vs

x� kvzð Þ d3v: (3)

As a next step, we choose a non-Maxwellian equilibrium

velocity distribution function, such as j or generalized

Lorentzian distribution34,40

fa0¼
1

p3=2h2
?ahka

Cðjþ1Þ

j3=2C j�1

2

� � 1þ
v2
k

jh2
ka
þ v2

?
jh2
?a

" #�j�1

; (4)

where j is the Lorentzian index with values j > 3=2. The

Lorentzian thermal speed is related to the particle tempera-

ture by the relation, h2
ka;?a ¼ 2j�3

j

� �
v2

Tka;?a and the thermal

velocity of the a species is defined as vTka;?a
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Tka;?a=ma

p
.

The spectral index j is a measure of the slope of the energy

spectrum of the supra-thermal particles in the tail of the

velocity distribution function.21 The smaller the value of j,

the higher the number of supra-thermal particles in the tail of

the distribution function and the harder the energy spectrum.

As j!1, the non-thermal kappa distribution approaches a

thermal Maxwellian.

After using the Kappa distribution function described in Eq.

(4) in Eq. (3), the conductivity tensor is obtained as follows:

rrs ¼�
i�0

p3=2

X
a

x2
pa

h2
?ah

3
ka

Cðjþ 1Þ

j3=2C j� 1

2

� � jþ 1ð Þ
j

�
ð

vrvs

x� kvk
� � 1þ

v2
k

jh2
ka
þ v2

?
jh2
?a

" #�j�2

d3v; (5)

where xpa ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4pn0aq2

a=ma

p
is the plasma frequency of the a

species and r and s in the subscript denote the coordinate

axes of the given coordinate system. Now performing per-

pendicular integration on the integral in Eq. (5), the dielec-

tric function is obtained as follows:

�rs ¼ drs þ
X

a

x2
pa

2k2h2
ka

1þ nZ nð Þ½ �; (6)

where �rs ¼ drs þ irrs=ðx�0Þ has been defined and

n ¼ x=khka. It can be seen that as the non-thermal index

j!1, the Lorentzian thermal velocity approaches the

ordinary thermal velocity and the above dielectric function

equation (6) is transformed into the usual Maxwellian dis-

tributed dielectric function. The dispersion function

Zðx=khkaÞ for the non-Maxwellian plasmas is defined as

Z
x

khka

� �
¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

ð1
�1

vrvs

x� kvk
� � 1þ

v2
k

jh2
ka

" #�j�1

dvk: (7)

The above defined dispersion function can be expanded in

the limits of large and small ratios jx=khkaj. For the

longitudinal modes, we will take vk ¼ vr ¼ vs. So the large

jx=khkaj � 1

Z
x

khka

� �
¼ �i

ffiffiffi
p
p x

khka

� � Cðjþ 1Þ

j3=2C j� 1

2

� � 1þ x2

jk2h2
ka

" #�j�1

;

(8)

and jx=khkaj � 1, we have

Z
x

khka

� �
¼1þ

khka
x

� �2

þ 3j

2 3j�2ð Þ
khka
x

� �4

þO
khka
x

� �6

� i
ffiffiffi
p
p x

khka

� � Cðjþ1Þ

j3=2C j�1

2

� �

� 1þ x2

jk2h2
ka

" #�j�1

: (9)

In the limit j!1, the real part of the above expressions of

the plasma dispersion function corresponds to the real part of

the famous Fried Conte Function.54 The ordering of phase

velocity v/ ¼ x=k and Lorentzian thermal velocities of the

respective mode can be written as

hk� � v/ � hke
; hkþ :

This suggests that the inertia of heavy negative ion is impor-

tant in comparison to positive ions and electrons while the

dust grains are stationary. The longitudinal ion acoustic

wave in the DBIE plasmas can be obtained by the expansion

of the dielectric function

�ka¼1þ
x2

pe

2k2h2
ke
þ

x2
pþ

2k2h2
kþ
�

x2
p�

2x2
1þ 3j

2 3j�2ð Þ
k2h2
k�

x2

" #

þi
ffiffiffi
p
p x

k3

Cðjþ1Þ

j3=2C j�1

2

� � x2
pe

h3
ke
þ

x2
pþ

h3
kþ

"

þ
x2

p�

h3
k�

1þ x2

jk2h2
k�

 !�j�1
#
: (10)

The angular frequency is described as x ¼ xr þ ic for the

slowly growing and decreasing mode with the assumption

that the imaginary part of the dispersion relation is much

smaller than the real part, i.e., jxrj � jcj. The dispersion

relation for the ion acoustic wave for a Kappa distributed (or

Lorentzian) DBIE plasmas is described as follows:

x2
r ¼

k2x2
p�k

2
D

j
2j� 3

þ 2k2k2
D

� � 1þ 3j

2 3j� 2ð Þ
k2h2
k�

x2

" #
; (11)

where the effective Debye length of the species is defined as

kD ¼ ½k�2
De þ k�2

Dþ�
�1=2

. In the absence of positive ions

(n0þ ¼ 0, which implies k�2
Dþ ¼ 0) and by replacing the sub-

script of the negative ions by the general one “i” for the ions,

the dispersion relation becomes
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x2
r ¼

k2x2
pik

2
De

j
2j� 3

þ 2k2k2
De

� � 1þ 3j

2 3j� 2ð Þ
k2h2
ki

x2

" #
: (12)

In the larger limit of the spectral index such that j ! 1,

the above form of the dispersion relation is analogous to

the one described for the Maxwellian distributed plasma

in Refs. 1 and 54.

The damping rate c of the ion acoustic wave in DBIE

plasma is obtained by using the definition c ¼ ��i=
ð@�r=@xrÞ, which is given by

c ¼�
ffiffiffi
p
8

r
Cðjþ 1Þ

j� 3=2ð Þ3=2C j� 1

2

� �

�
kkDx2

pk
3
D

j
2j� 3

þ 2k2k2
D

� �2

1

xpek
3
De

þ 1

xpþk3
Dþ

"

þ 1

xp�k
3
D�

1þ x2

jk2h2
k�

 !�j�1
#
: (13)

Again by applying n0þ ¼ 0 and replacing the subscript “–”

by “i” for the negative ions, we can write the expression of

the damping rate in the following way:

c¼�
ffiffiffi
p
8

r
Cðjþ1Þ

j�3=2ð Þ3=2C j�1

2

� �

�
kkDex2

pk
3
De

j
2j�3

þ2k2k2
De

� �2

1

xpek
3
De

þ 1

xpik
3
Di

1þ x2

jk2h2
ki

 !�j�1
2
4

3
5:

(14)

We can obtain an analogous expression of damping rate

from Refs. 1 and 54, applicable for the Maxwellian distrib-

uted plasmas, if the magnitude of superthermal index j
approaches infinity. Using the value of the real frequency xr

from (11), the modified form of the normalized damping rate

is given by the following expression:

c
xp�
¼�

ffiffiffi
p
8

r
Cðjþ1Þ

j�3=2ð Þ3=2C j�1

2

� �

� kkDðP�3QÞ1=2

j
2j�3

þ2k2k2
D

� �2

2
641þ xpek

3
De

xpþk
3
Dþ
þ xpek

3
De

xp�k
3
D�

� 1þ k2
D=k

2
D�

2j�3ð Þ j
2j�3

þ2k2k2
D

� �
0
B@

1
CA
�j�1

3
75; (15)

where

P ¼ 2þ n0�
n0e
þ Zd

n0d

n0e

� �
; Q ¼ men0�

m�n0e
� (16)

III. RESULTS

In this section, we analyze the damping properties of

IAWs in non-Maxwellian dust bi-ion electron (DBIE) plasma,

an admixture of Kþ � SF�6 and Kþ � C7F�14, electrons, and

immobile dust particles. A modified IAW in the dust bi-ion

electron (DBIE) plasma is considered where the inertia of the

positive light ions is neglected. We use typical parameters of

DBIE plasmas obtained from the literature;23–26 the tempera-

ture of electrons and light positive ions is Te ¼ Tþ ’ 0:2 eV,

while for the heavy negative ions, we choose T� ¼ 0:125Tþ,

although the temperature ratio Te=T� can be varied. Number

densities of plasma components are n0e ¼ 108cm�3,

n0þ ¼ 1:46� 109cm�3; n0� ¼ 1:45� 109cm�3, and n0d

¼ 9� 105 cm�3. The masses of plasma species are (electrons)

me, (protons) mp, (light positively charged Potassium

ions) mþ ¼ 39mp, (heavy negatively charged Sulphur

hexafluoride) m� ¼ 146mp, (heavy negatively charged

Perfluoromethylcyclohexane ions) m� ¼ 350mp, and (dust

grains) md: The dust charging parameter Zd for the most part of

our study has a fixed value of 500. Throughout the results, we

also discuss the effect of variable number density and charging

parameters for the dust particles on the dispersion properties of

the damping IAWs. All damping rates as well as the real fre-

quencies are normalized to the plasma frequency of the heavy

negative ions c=xp�, which depends on the selected mixture.

Figure 1 shows the normalized real frequency of the

modified IAWs as a function of the normalized wave num-

bers in the case of the Kþ � SF�6 DBIE mixture. Fig. 1(a)

illustrates the dispersion as a function of the temperature

ratio between the electrons and the negative ions, while Fig.

1(b) shows the dispersion for various j indices. The analysis

shows that the real frequency and consequently the phase

speed of the IAWs decrease with increasing temperature

ratios between the electrons and the Sulphur hexafluoride

ions. We can also see that the real frequency decreases with

the decreasing Lorentzian index. In other words, the IAWs

are expected to propagate slower in highly non-thermal plas-

mas in comparison to thermal Maxwellian-distributed plas-

mas (where j!1).

Figure 2 plots the normalized real frequency of the mod-

ified IAWs as a function of the normalized wave numbers in

the case of the Kþ � C7F�14 DBIE mixture. Fig. 2(a) illus-

trates the dispersion as a function of the temperature ratio

between the electrons and the negative ions, while Fig. 2(b)

shows the dispersion for various j indices. The plots show

the same trends as in Fig. 1 with decreasing real frequencies

for increasing temperature ratios and decreasing Lorentzian

indices. For a fixed range of wave numbers, the real fre-

quency and hence the phase speed for the IAWs in the case

of the heavier Perfluoromethylcyclohexane ions are several

times higher than those in the case of Sulphur hexafluoride

ions. Simultaneously, the dependence on the j index in the

case of the Perfluoromethylcyclohexane ions is less promi-

nent in comparison to the lighter Sulphur hexafluoride ions.

Figure 3 describes the normalized Landau damping

rate for the light Kþ � SF�6 and heavy Kþ � C7F�14 nega-

tive ion DBIE mixtures. The damping rate is shown as a

function of the normalized wave number for several values
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of the Lorentzian index j. The temperature ratio of elec-

trons-to-negative-ions for this plot is set to Te=T� ¼ 2:5.

The charging potential for this case has been chosen to be

ZD¼ 500. As expected, the Landau damping is enhanced

as we decrease the values j, as kinetic effects become

more important for highly non-thermal plasmas. The fig-

ure also shows that the damping rate for the heavier

plasma (in the case of heavier negative ions) is less pro-

nounced and much smaller than in the case of the lighter

negative ions.

FIG. 1. The normalized real frequency of the modified IAWs in the case of the Kþ � SF�6 DBIE mixture. (a) illustrates the dispersion as a function of the tem-

perature ratio between the electrons and the negative ions. (b) shows the dispersion x=xp� vs. kkD for several spectral indices j.

FIG. 2. The normalized real frequency of the modified IAWs in the case of the Kþ � C7F�14 DBIE mixture. (a) illustrates the dispersion as a function of the

temperature ratio between the electrons and the negative ions. (b) shows the dispersion x=xp� vs. kkD for several spectral indices j.

FIG. 3. Normalized damping rates c=xp� as a function of the normalized wave number kkD for IAWs propagating in a non-thermal dust bi-ion electron

plasma. The damping rates are plotted for several spectral indices j. (a) illustrates the case of the Kþ � SF�6 DBIE mixture, while (b) shows the damping rate

for the heavier Kþ � C7F�14 mixture.
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Figure 4 displays the variation of the normalized damp-

ing rates for modified IAWs in a kappa-distributed

Potassium-Sulphur Hexafluoride (Kþ � SF�6 ) electron

plasma in the presence of stationary dust. Fig. 4(a) shows the

dependence of the damping rate on the temperature ratio

between the electrons and the negative ions at several fixed

wavelengths. The temperature ratio is set to Te=T� ¼ 2:5,

and the spectral index for this case is set to j ¼ 2: Fig. 4(b)

shows the dispersion of the IAWs for a selected set of tem-

perature ratios. The wavelength in all plots is normalized to

the Debye length kD.

Figure 5 presents contour plots showing the variation

of the IAW damping rates. Fig. 5(a) shows the dependence

on the temperature ratio (electrons to negative ions) and the

normalized wave number. Fig. 5(b) illustrates the depen-

dence on the temperature ratio and the product of dust par-

ticles’ number density (relative to the number density of

positive ions) g � nd=n0þ and the dust particles’ charge

potential ZD. The spectral index for both plots is set to

j¼ 2. The product of the number density and the charge

potential in the upper plot is set to gZD ¼ 0:3. The wave-

length in the bottom panel is set to kkD ¼ 0:1. The results

show that the damping of the IAWs increases with decreas-

ing temperature ratios. Simultaneously, the damping

increases with the increasing wave number but remains

almost unaffected by the charging potential or the relative

dust particles’ number density.

Figure 6 illustrates the variation of the normalized damp-

ing rates of modified IAWs propagating in a kappa-distributed

Potassium-Perfluoromethylcyclohexane (Kþ � C7F�14) DBIE

plasma. Similar to Fig. 4, Fig. 6(a) shows the dependence on

the temperature ratios at fixed wavelengths, while Fig. 6(b)

shows the dependence on the normalized wave number at

fixed temperature ratios. The damping rate shows similar

behavior to that for the Kþ � SF�6 mixture. Yet, the IAWs in

the case of the Kþ � C7F�14 DBIE plasma are less damped.

We should note that for temperature ratios Te=T� < 1, the

model assumptions are not fulfilled (due to the restriction in

the Lorentzian thermal velocities, see Sec. II); therefore, the

damping values below this limit should not be considered.

The spectral index in this case is set to j¼ 2.

Figure 7 presents similar contour plots of the IAW

damping rate to the ones described in Fig. 5 but applied to

the mixture with heavier negative ions, Kþ � C7F�14. Fig.

7(a) shows the variation of the damping rate with respect to

the temperature ratio and the normalized wave number. Fig.

7(b) shows the combined gradual dependence of the damp-

ing rate on the temperature ratio and the product of the

FIG. 4. Normalized damping rates c=xp� vs. temperature ratios (a) and normalized wave number kkD (b) for IAW in a non-thermal dust bi-ion (Kþ � SF�6 )

electron plasma.

FIG. 5. Contour plots of the damping

rate of the IAWs in the case of the

Kþ � SF�6 ion mixture. (a) shows the

variation with respect to the electrons-

to-negative ions’ temperature ratio and

the normalized wave number kkD. (b)

illustrates the slow variation of the

damping rate with the temperature

ratio and the product of dust particles’

number density relative to the number

density of positive ions g and the dust

particles’ charge potential ZD.
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relative number density g and the charge potential for the

dust particles. Similar to the case of the Sulphur

Hexafluoride ion mixture, the damping rate here increases

with the decreasing temperature ratio and increasing wave

number and charging potential and/or relative number den-

sity for the dust ions. The product of the number density and

the charge potential for Fig. 7(a) is set to gZD ¼ 0:3, while

the wave number in Fig. 7(b) is set to kkD ¼ 0:1 as above.

Whenever not explicitly specified in the remaining plots, the

plasma parameters are set to j ¼ 2, gZD ¼ 0:3, and

kkD ¼ 0:1:
To further illustrate the dependence of the estimated

IAW damping rate on the various plasma properties, we

have created separate surface plots for each ion mixture, as

presented in the following figures.

Figure 8 shows a surface plot of the estimated damping

rate in the case of the lighter Kþ � SF�6 DBIE mixture. Fig.

8(a) shows the dependence on the electron-to-negative ions’

FIG. 6. Normalized damping rates c=xp� vs. temperature ratios (a) and normalized wave number kkD (b) for the case of non-thermal dust bi-ion Kþ � C7F�14

electron plasma.

FIG. 7. Contour plots of the damping

rate of the IAWs in the case of Kþ �
C7F�14 ions. (a) shows the variation

with respect to the electrons-to-nega-

tive ions’ temperature ratio and the

normalized wave number kkD. (b)

illustrates the gradual variation of the

collisionless Landau damping with the

temperature ratio and the product of

dust particles’ number density relative

to the number density of positive ions

g and the dust particles’ charge poten-

tial ZD.

FIG. 8. A 2D surface plot of the estimated kinetic damping rate in the lighter Kþ � SF�6 DBIE mixture. (a) shows the dependence on the electron-to-negative

ions’ temperature ratio and the product of the dust charging potential and the relative density. (b) illustrates the damping as a function of the temperature ratio

and the normalized wave number.
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temperature ratio and the product of the dust charging poten-

tial and the relative density. Fig. 8(b) illustrates the damping

rate as a function of the temperature ratio and the normalized

wave number at fixed wavelength kkD ¼ 0:1 and fixed spec-

tral index j ¼ 2: Once again, we observe the same behavior

for the damping rate as the one discussed in Fig. 5.

Figure 9 shows a surface plot of the estimated damping

rate in the case of the heavier Kþ � C7F�14 DBIE mixture.

Similar to Fig. 8, Fig. 9(a) shows the dependence on the

electron-to-negative ions’ temperature ratio and the product

of the dust charging potential and the relative density. Fig.

9(b) illustrates the damping rate as a function of the tempera-

ture ratio and the normalized wave number at fixed wave-

length kkD ¼ 0:1 and fixed spectral index j ¼ 2:

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have estimated the Landau damping

rates within the weak damping approximation in non-

Maxwellian dust bi-ion electron plasmas comprising

electrons, positive-negative ions, and stationary negative

dust particles. We have studied two separate mixtures con-

sisting of different negatively charged ions, namely,

Potassium-Sulphur Hexafluoride Kþ � SF�6 and Potassium-

Perfluoromethylcyclohexane Kþ � C7F�14. Our approach

takes into account supra-thermal Lorentzian distributed plas-

mas and discusses the role of various spectral indices j 	 2.

We should note that the dominant collisional damping is not

taken into consideration here. Including it will lead to a mod-

ification of the dielectric tensor of the respective mode. Our

results are mainly based on a fixed charging potential of the

dust particles, where the particle collisions are weak due to a

lower dust-particle collision frequency. In this respect, we

focus on the role of the non-thermal kinetic effects for the

IAW damping in the Lorentzian multi-species charged plas-

mas including the effect of negative ions, which has been

previously underlooked in the literature.

When we compare the estimated damping rates for

Maxwellian and non-thermal plasmas, we find weaker Landau

damping in the case of Maxwellian plasma (smaller magnitude

or absolute value of c=xp�) and stronger damping in the case

of non-thermal Lorentzian plasmas (larger magnitude or abso-

lute value of c=xp�) due to the increase in the number of ener-

getic particles in the tail of the velocity distribution function. It

is natural that when a larger number of particles take energy

from a given IAW, the damping of the wave will increase.

While the damping is enhanced, the real frequency in the case

of non-thermal plasmas decreases and the phase speed of the

IAWs slows down as we transition from the thermal

Maxwellian to Lorentzian case. This conclusion is based on the

analysis of the frequency and damping rate variations for sev-

eral spectral indices, varying from highly supra-thermal distri-

butions with j ¼ 2 to regular Maxwellians with j!1.

Furthermore, we have investigated the dispersion and the

influence of other plasma parameters, such as the temperature

ratio between the electrons and the negatively charged ions,

the relative dust number density, and the charging potential of

the dust ions. The results clearly show that with the increasing

electron-ion temperature ratio, the damping rate c=xp� of the

dust bi-ion electron plasma decreases. Next, we consider the

impact of the number density of the stationary dust particles

and the negative ions and find that within the selected range,

they do not play a significant role in the damping of the IAW.

Yet, the inertia of the negative ions plays a role in the attenua-

tion of the waves and the IAWs are damped quicker in the

case of mixtures with heavy negative ions.

We also expect that at very large inertia of the dust par-

ticles, the waves will be damped and their excitation would

be hindered.

To conclude, we have discussed the Landau damping and

the possible unstable regimes of growing modified IAWs in a

non-Maxwellian dust bi-ion electron plasma. Previous studies

on the subject focus mainly on the damping rates in the pres-

ence of pure positive ions. In our study, we have stressed on

the kinetic effects and the modification of the damping rates

in the presence of different negative ions. Laboratory experi-

ments40 have shown that in the simultaneous presence of rela-

tively cold electrons and positive ions, colder and much

heavier negative ions, and a separate population of dust par-

ticles, the dust particles might change their potential and a

transition from negative to positive charging of the dust par-

ticles becomes possible. According to our model at a fixed

FIG. 9. Surface plots of the estimated damping rate in the case of heavier Kþ � C7F�14 DBIE mixture. (a) demonstrates the damping as a function of the tem-

perature ratio and the product of the dust charging potential and the relative density. (b) illustrates the dependence on the temperature ratio and the normalized

wave number.
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wave-number, temperature ratio, and Lorentzian index j, the

damping rate of the IAWs within such a multi-species plasma

mixture is weakly affected by the product of the dust particles’

number density and their charging potential. Our results indi-

cate that the Landau damping is most affected by the tempera-

ture ratio between the electrons and the negative ions, which

can lead to an order of magnitude difference in the damping

rate. The dispersion effects (the wave-number dependence)

are of secondary importance, followed by the variation in the

Lorentzian index j. Since collisional damping has been

neglected, the focus of our paper is on the kinetic effects and

the role of collisionless Landau damping as a function of the

various plasma parameters as discussed above. The dust par-

ticles in our model are assumed to be orders of magnitude

heavier than all the ion species, and they are considered to be

stationary. Depending on the collisional cross-sections, for

fixed temperatures and number density of the dust particles,

we expect the effect of the dust-ion collisions to remain the

same for all values of the spectral j, as well as the charging

potential parameter gZD. In this respect, we can presume that

the role of the molecular collisions would remain the same

within the conditions considered within our paper while the

kinetic damping has stronger dependence on the plasma

parameters. Our findings can significantly contribute to the

current understanding of the IAW properties in laboratory set-

tings28 and dusty astrophysical environment, such as cometary

tails,55,56 circumstellar environment, and presolar nebula.57,58
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